THERE IS A BETTER WAY TO TAKE
YOUR FIGHT TO SOUTHERN
RESPONSE THAN JOIN A CLASS
ACTION and it is commission FREE.
We at Claims Resolution Service Ltd are
offering to any Southern Response policy holder to take their
case for misleading DRA’s on individually and if you sign up
within the next 2 months our commission for funding the action
will be ZERO, absolutely FREE of commission. All you will
have to pay is the costs incurred and they won’t be due until
your case ends*. Yes, that’s right, anyone signing up with us to
run this one specific case against Southern Response on or
before 23 July 2019 will not be charged any commission. We
will be fighting exactly the same issues as GCA Lawyers class
action, but you will be in control.

You pay nothing up front and nothing until
your case
comes to an end*
If you sign up after the 23 July 2019 we are offering a
significantly reduced commission rate of a fixed percentage
commission of 10% plus GST of the settlement figure
plus costs. So, it’s in your interests to act now and take
advantage of the commission FREE period.
The benefits of taking an individual claim against
Southern Response.
1. You can choose your own lawyer provided they will
work within our parameters and charge you a fair
rate or we can suggest a lawyer for you.
2. Individual claims can typically expect much faster
and higher settlements, than those in a class
action.

3. Individual claims mean you have all the control over
the action, and the decision over any proposed
settlement offer, not someone you don’t know.
4. Much lower funding fee, in fact if you get in on time
it’s ZERO.
5. We will charge you ZERO commission, that’s right,
nothing, NaDa, zip commission. All you will have to
pay is your costs and those won’t be due until your
case has ended*.
6. We don’t benefit if your case drags on.
7. We won’t take a mortgage over your home. If you
have signed up for a class action, make sure you
check your contract that they don’t have the right
to take a mortgage out on your home.
8. If you have already joined the GCA Class action and
want to cancel your contract with them and you
have any trouble doing this please contact us to
discuss your options.
THIS COMMISSION FREE OFFER IS ONLY OPEN TO THOSE
CLIENTS WHO SIGN WITH US IN THE NEXT 2 MONTHS.
THIS OFFER WILL END ON 23 JULY 2019.
Call Cheryl now on 021 701854 or email her directly,
cheryl@eqservices.co.nz we can come to you free of
charge.
* Case ended means, the contract has been terminated by either party, the case
has been settled or for any other reason that your agreement with us is at an end.

